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LINEARIZATION COMPENSATION SYSTEM 
OF DIGITAL TV RELAY APPARATUS AND 

METHOD THEREOF 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a digital television relay 

apparatus, and more particularly, to a lineariZation compen 
sation system of a digital TV relay apparatus for compen 
sating a non-linearity of a high poWer ampli?er, and methods 
thereof. 

2. Background of the Related Art 
In general, a digital TV relay apparatus services a radio 

shadoW area that a digital broadcast transmitter fails to 
cover. Thus, a digital TV relay improves the vieWing range 
of a digital TV broadcast service. 
A receiving terminal of the digital TV relay apparatus 

doWn-converts a broadcast signal transmitted from a digital 
TV transmitter into an intermediate frequency and transmits 
it to a transmitting terminal of the digital TV relay. Then, the 
transmitting terminal modulates the intermediate frequency 
to a channel frequency, ampli?es it to a predetermined level 
and transmits it to a general subscriber located in the radio 
shadoW area. 

The broadcast signal outputted from the transmitting 
terminal of the digital TV relay is a signal that has been 
ampli?ed by a high poWer ampli?er. Typically, the output of 
a high poWer ampli?er is non-linear over a range of input 
voltages at a given frequency. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a lineariZation 
compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus in 
accordance With the related art. As shoWn therein, the 
lineariZation compensation system of the digital TV relay 
apparatus includes a transmitting unit 10 to modulate an 
image data into an intermediate frequency (IF) signal, 
amplify the intermediate frequency signal by a high poWer 
ampli?er (HPA) and transmit it. The lineariZer further 
includes a vector signal analyZer 20 to optimiZe the output 
signal of the HPA and generate an equaliZer coefficient. The 
lineariZer also includes a computer 30 to receive the equal 
iZer coef?cient from the vector signal analyZer 20 and 
generate a linear compensation coef?cient using internal 
linear compensation softWare and output the linear compen 
sation coef?cient to the modulator of the transmitting unit 
10. 

The transmitting unit 10 includes a modulator 1 to modu 
late an image data to an IF signal according to the linear 
compensation coefficient outputted from the computer 30. 
The transmitting unit 10 also includes an up-converter 2 to 
convert the IF signal outputted from the modulator 1 into a 
radio frequency (RF) signal, and an HPA3 to amplify the RF 
signal outputted from the up-converter 2 and output it 
through an antenna 4. 

The modulator 1 includes a digital ?lter 1-1 to remove an 
interference through a channel coding, insert a pilot signal 
and generate a Waveform. 

The vector signal analyZer 20 includes a doWn-converter 
6 to convert the output signal of the HPA3 into an IF signal, 
and a demodulator 7 to demodulate the IF signal outputted 
from the doWn-converter 6 into a digital I/Q baseband 
signal. The demodulator 7 includes an adaptive equaliZer 7-1 
to generate an equaliZer coef?cient of the digital I/Q signal 
by using an adaptive equaliZation algorithm. 

The operation of the related art linear compensation 
system of a digital TV relay apparatus constructed as 
described above Will noW be described With reference to 
FIG. 1. When broadcast data is inputted, the modulator 1 
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2 
modulates a baseband broadcast signal of an MPEG stream 
into an IF signal. The digital ?lter 1-1 of the modulator 1 
distorts the broadcast signal by using an initial linear com 
pensation coefficient so that the broadcast signal may have 
an inverse characteristic to the non-linear characteristic of 
the HPA 3. 

The up converter 2 converts the IF signal outputted from 
the modulator 1 into a broadcast frequency, that is, an RF 
signal, Which is determined by broadcasting stations. 
Accordingly, the RF signal is ampli?ed to a prescribed level 
by the HPA3 and transmitted as a digital TV signal through 
the antenna 4 to a general subscriber. 

If the modulator 1 is ideally operated, the characteristic of 
the digital ?lter 1-1 and the non-linear characteristic of the 
HPA 3 Would be offset, and an output signal of the HPA 3 
Would not have a distortion component. HoWever, it is not 
possible for the digital ?lter 1-1 to have the eXact inverse 
characteristic to the non-linear characteristic of the HPA 3. 
Thus, a distortion component is included in the output signal 
of the HPA 3. Accordingly, an operator Who operates the 
transmitter and the relay apparatus must compensate for the 
non-linearity of the digital TV signal outputted through the 
HPA 3 by using the vector signal analyZer 20 and the 
computer 30. 
When the operator operates the linear compensation units 

(the vector signal analyZer 20 and the computer 30), the RF 
signal outputted from the HPA 3 is inputted through a 
coupler 5 to the vector signal analyZer 20. The doWn 
converter 6 of the vector signal analyZer 20 converts the 
input RF signal into an IF signal and outputs the IF signal the 
demodulator 7. Then, the demodulator 7 converts the input 
ted IF signal into a digital I/Q signal of a baseband and 
inputs it to the adaptive equalizer 7-1. The adaptive equal 
iZer 7-1 generates an equaliZer coef?cient to optimiZe the 
digital I/Q signal by using the adaptive equaliZation algo 
rithm. 
The adaptive equaliZation algorithm performs optimiZing 

by using a ?Xed convergence constant (a step siZe) set by the 
operator. Accordingly, as the digital I/Q signal is processed 
by the adaptive equaliZer 7-1, a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
of the digital I/Q signal is improved. An operator may 
visually con?rm the optimiZation of the digital I/Q signal 
using the vector signal analyZer 20. 

After the optimiZation of the digital signal I/Q is 
con?rmed, the operator clicks a prescribed button to trans 
mit the 31 coefficients of the adaptive equaliZer through a 
general purpose interface bus (GPIB) to the computer 30. 
The computer 30 converts the received 31 equaliZer coef 
?cients into 288 linear compensation coef?cients by using 
the linear compensation softWare 8 and outputs them 
through the RS-232C cable to the digital ?lter 1-1 of the 
modulator 1. 
The digital ?lter 1-1 distorts the broadcast signal by using 

the changed linear compensation coef?cients outputted from 
the computer 30, so that a clear digital TV signal Without 
distortion is transmitted through the antenna 4. 
The apparatus and method of the related art have various 

problems. For example, in the related art linear compensa 
tion system, the adaptive equaliZer 7-1 performs the adap 
tive equaliZation algorithm by using the ?Xed convergence 
constant (the step siZe) selected by the operator. HoWever, 
because the operator can not accurately determine the con 
vergence speed of the adaptive equaliZer according to the 
value of the step siZe, he or she repeatedly changes the step 
siZe value. As a result, the convergence (or optimization) 
time is very long in the related art linear compensation 
system of a digital TV relay apparatus. In addition, in the 
related art linear compensation system of a digital TV relay 
apparatus, the operator must change the step siZe value by 
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increments of one. Each time, the equalizer coefficient must 
be transmitted to the computer 30. Moreover, in the related 
art linear compensation system of a digital TV relay 
apparatus, an expensive vector signal analyZer 20 is 
required. 

The above references are incorporated by reference herein 
Where appropriate for appropriate teachings of additional or 
alternative details, features and/or technical background. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the invention is to solve at least the above 
problems and/or disadvantages and to provide at least the 
advantages described hereinafter. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
linear compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus 
and method of operating same that compensates for non 
linear characteristics of a digital TV transmitter or relay. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
linear compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus 
and method of operating same that is capable of automati 
cally compensating for a non-linear characteristic of a high 
poWer ampli?er (HPA) for use in a digital TV transmitter or 
in a digital TV relay apparatus. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
linear compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus 
and method of operating same that is capable of effectively 
compensating the non-linear characteristic of the HPA. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
linear compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus 
that is capable of shortening linear compensation time. 

In order to achieve at least the above objects in Whole or 
in part and in accordance With the purpose of the invention, 
as embodied and broadly described, there is provided a 
linear compensation system that includes a transmitting unit 
con?gured to modulate a data to a ?rst intermediate fre 
quency (IF) signal, up convert the ?rst IF signal to an RF 
signal, amplify the RF signal to a predetermined level using 
a poWer ampli?er (PA) and transmit the ampli?ed RF signal, 
and a linear compensation unit con?gured to vary a step siZe 
of an adaptive equaliZer according to Whether a signal-to 
noise ratio (SNR) for an output signal of the PA satis?es a 
prescribed standard, and output a selected linear compensa 
tion coef?cient to the modulator. 

To further achieve at least the above objects in Whole or 
in part and in accordance With the purpose of the invention, 
as embodied and broadly described, there is provided a 
linear compensation system that includes a transmitting unit 
con?gured to modulate an image data to a ?rst intermediate 
frequency (IF) signal, up convert the ?rst signal to an RF 
signal, amplify the RF signal to a prescribed level using a 
high poWered ampli?er (HPA), and transmit the ampli?ed 
RF signal, a correction circuit con?gured to convert the 
output signal of the HPA to a digital I/O signal, and a 
computer con?gured to receive the digital I/O signal out 
putted from the correction circuit, update a step siZe of an 
adaptive equaliZer according to one of an SNR for the output 
signal of the adaptive equaliZer and an error vector magni 
tude value (EVM), and output a linear compensation coef 
?cient. 

To further achieve at least the above objects in Whole or 
in part and in accordance With the purpose of the invention, 
as embodied and broadly described, there is provided a 
linear compensating method in Which an image data is 
modulated into an intermediate frequency (IF) signal by a 
modulator, converted to an RF signal, ampli?ed to a pre 
scribed level and outputted by an HPA, including determin 
ing Whether a ?rst SNR for an output signal of the HPA 
satis?es a standard, computing an error value average for an 
output signal of an adaptive equaliZer, ?xing the computed 
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4 
error value average as a step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer 
When the computed error value average is in a predeter 
mined range, computing a second SNR, and converting a 
coef?cient of the adaptive equaliZer and compensating a 
non-linearity of the HPA Where one of the second SNR and 
the EVM satisfy the standard by more than a predetermined 
number. 

Additional advantages, objects, and features of the inven 
tion Will be set forth in part in the description Which folloWs 
and in part Will become apparent to those having ordinary 
skill in the art upon eXamination of the folloWing or may be 
learned from practice of the invention. The objects and 
advantages of the invention may be realiZed and attained as 
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be described in detail With reference to 
the folloWing draWings in Which like reference numerals 
refer to like elements Wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a linear compen 
sation system of a digital TV relay apparatus in accordance 
With the related art; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a linear compen 
sation system of a digital TV relay apparatus in accordance 
With a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a How chart of a linear compensation method of 
a digital TV relay apparatus in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are graphs shoWing a digital I/O signal 
outputted from a correction board and a reference signal 
generated by using the digital I/O signal of FIG. 2, 
respectively, in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention; 

FIGS. 5A—5C are draWings illustrating signal character 
istics for compensating a non-linear characteristic of FIG. 2 
in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a linear compen 
sation system of a digital TV relay apparatus in accordance 
With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
A linear compensation system of a digital TV relay 

apparatus of the preferred embodiment of FIG. 2 preferably 
includes a transmitting unit 100 and a linear compensation 
unit 200. Like the transmitting unit 10 of the related art, the 
transmitting unit 100 preferably includes a modulator 11, an 
up-converter 12, an HPA 13 and an antenna 14. The modu 
lator 11 preferably includes a digital ?lter 11-1. 
The linear compensation unit 200 preferably includes a 

correction board 201 to convert an output of the HPA 13 into 
an IF signal and demodulate the IF signal to a digital I/O 
signal. The linear compensation unit 200 also preferably 
includes a computer 202 to receive the digital I/O signal 
outputted from the correction board 201 through an industry 
standard architecture (ISA) or other bus, update a step siZe 
of an adaptive equaliZer according to a signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) or an error vector magnitude (EVM), and generate a 
more accurate or optimum linear compensation coef?cient. 
The correction board 201 preferably includes a doWn 

converter 21 to convert the output signal of the HPA 13 into 
an IF signal, and a demodulator 22 to demodulate the IF 
signal outputted from the doWn-converter 21 into a digital 
I/O signal. 
The computer 202 preferably includes an automatic alarm 

signal generator 23 to generate an automatic alarm signal if 
the SNR of the I/O signal outputted from the demodulator 22 
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does not satisfy an advanced television systems committee 
(AT SC) or other standard. The computer 202 also preferably 
includes linear compensation softWare 24 to process an 
adaptive equalizer 24-1 according to the automatic alarm 
signal of the automatic alarm signal generator 23 and 
generate a linear compensation coef?cient. In other 
embodiments, the linear compensation function may be 
accomplished in hardWare or in ?rmWare. 

Operations of the preferred embodiment of the linear 
compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus con 
structed as described above Will noW be described With 
reference to the accompanying draWings. The modulator 11 
preferably modulates a broadcast signal of a baseband in an 
MPEG stream transmitted from a broadcasting station into 
an IF signal. In other embodiments, the broadcast signal may 
be in QuicktimeTM, FirmWareTM, DVTM, AVI, Real Video, 
WindoWs Media, or other digital video format. The 
up-converter 12 preferably modulates the IF signal outputted 
from the modulator 11 into a RF signal. 

The HPA 13 preferably ampli?es the RF signal outputted 
from the up-converter 12 to a predetermined level and 
transmits it through the antenna 14 to a general subscriber. 
The digital ?lter 11-1 preferably distorts a broadcast signal 
With the inverse characteristic to the non-linear characteris 
tic of the HPA 13 by using an initial linear compensation 
coef?cient. 

The output signal of the HPA 13 inevitably Will include a 
distortion component because of the non-linearity of the 
HPA 13. Thus, the linear compensation unit 200 preferably 
receives the RF signal from the HPA 13 through a coupler 
15 and updates a step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer accord 
ing to the SNR or the error vector magnitude (EVM) of the 
RF signal, to output the improved or optimum linear com 
pensation coef?cient to the digital ?lter 11-1. 

FIG. 3 is a How chart of a linear compensation method of 
a digital TV relay apparatus in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. The preferred embodi 
ment of a linear compensation method can be used, for 
eXample, With the preferred embodiment of the linear com 
pensation system as shoWn in FIG. 2. Operations of the 
linear compensation method Will noW be described With 
reference to FIG. 3 and the linear compensation unit 200. 
The correction board 201 converts the output signal of the 
HPA 13 into the IF signal and demodulates the IF signal into 
the digital I/O signal of a baseband by using the doWn 
converter 21 and the demodulator 22. The computer 202 
preferably receives the digital I/O signal through the ISA 
service or other bus and outputs a linear compensation 
coef?cient required for the digital ?lter 11-1 of the modu 
lator 11. 
When the digital I/O signals as shoWn in FIG. 4A are 

inputted through the ISA or other bus (step S10), the 
automatic alarm signal generator 23 preferably arranges the 
digital I/O signals according to the input order, and produces 
8 levels of reference signals as shoWn in FIG. 4B from the 
‘I’ signal on the boundary of a middle value (step S11). 
The SNR of the inputted Digital I/O signals and the 

reference signals are preferably calculated (step S12) to 
determine Whether the computed SNR satis?es the ATSC or 
other standard (step S13). If the SNR satis?es the ATSC or 
other standard, no automatic alarm signal is generated. If, 
hoWever, the SNR does not satisfy the ATSC or other 
standard, an automatic alarm signal is preferably generated 
to trigger the adaptive equalizer 24-1 (step S14). 
When the initial automatic alarm signal is inputted, the 

adaptive equaliZer 24-1 preferably outputs 4096 digital ‘I’ 
signals by using the basic equaliZer coefficient value, and the 
automatic alarm signal generator 23 preferably computes 
differences betWeen the output values of the adaptive equal 
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6 
iZer 24-1 and the reference signal (ie 4096 error values) and 
preferably computes an average value of the 4096 error 
values (step S15). 

The automatic alarm signal generator 23 preferably deter 
mines Whether the average of the currently computed error 
values is less than a predetermined value (e.g., 5%) of the 
average of the previously computed error values (step S16). 
If the average of the currently computed error values is 
greater than the predetermined value, then the automatic 
alarm signal generator updates the equaliZer coef?cient of 
the adaptive equaliZer 24-1 using the corresponding average 
value as a step siZe for the neXt Digital I/O signal inputted 
through the ISA or other bus. 

Steps S11 through S16 are preferably repeated until the 
current average error value is less than the predetermined 
value (eg 5%) of the previously computed average error 
value. Then the automatic alarm signal generator 23 pref 
erably ?Xes the corresponding average error value as the 
step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer. Thus, in the present 
invention, the error value is reduced by varying the step siZe. 

Once the step siZe is ?Xed, the automatic alarm signal 
generator 23 preferably calculates an SNR or an error vector 
magnitude (EVM) from equations (1) and (2) beloW by 
using an output value of the adaptive equaliZer 24-1 and the 
reference signal generated according to the output value 
(step S18). 

n1 equation (1) 

SNR = 2010 

Wherein ‘ref’ is a reference signal, and ‘k’ indicates the 
number of signals. 

equation (2) 

When the SNR or the EVM of the digital I/O signal are 
computed by equations (1) or (2), the automatic alarm signal 
generator 23 preferably determines Whether the SNR or the 
EVM satis?es the ATSC or other standard (step S19). If the 
SNR or the EVM satisfy the ATSC or other standard, then 
the automatic alarm signal generator 23 preferably deter 
mines Whether it has satis?ed the ATSC or other standard by 
more than a predetermined number of successive times (i.e., 
5 times) (step S20). 

If the SNR or the EVM satis?es the ATSC or other 
standard by more than the predetermined number of suc 
cessive times, then the automatic alarm signal generator 23 
preferably stops generating the automatic alarm signal and 
outputs a coef?cient generation signal to the linear compen 
sation softWare 24 to drive the linear compensation softWare 
24 (step S22). If, hoWever, the SNR or the EVM does not 
satisfy the AT SC or other standard successively by more 
then the predetermined number of times, then a count value 
is preferably cleared (step S21) and returns to step S11. 
According to the ATSC standard, the EVM is not to be 
greater than —27 dB. 
When a coefficient generation signal is inputted, the linear 

compensation softWare 24 preferably converts 32 equaliZer 
coef?cients inputted from the adaptive equaliZer 24-1 into 
288 coef?cients and transmits them through an RS-232C or 
other link to the digital ?lter 11-1 of the modulator 11. 

Accordingly, Where the band characteristic of the output 
signal of the HPA 13 is as shoWn in FIG. 5A, the digital ?lter 
11-1 preferably pre-distorts a frequency band of an image 
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data to have the inverse characteristic to that of the output 
signal of the HPA 13 as shown in FIG. 5B according to the 
linear compensation coef?cient outputted from the linear 
compensation softWare 24. Thus, the distortion 
compensated digital TV signal as shoWn in FIG. 5C is 
preferably outputted through the antenna 14. 
As described above, preferred embodiments of a linear 

iZation compensation system and method thereof for use in 
a digital TV relay apparatus or the like have various advan 
tages. For example, since the convergence speed of the 
adaptive equaliZer is improved so that the non-linearity of 
the HPA used in the digital TV transmitter or the digital TV 
relay apparatus can be quickly and effectively compensated. 
Further, since the step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer is varied 
to select an improved or optimum step siZe and a linear 
compensation coefficient is generated by using an output of 
the adaptive equaliZer generated according to the selected 
step siZe, the convergence speed of the adaptive equaliZer 
can be increased, and an error value can be reduced. In 
addition, an improved or optimum linear compensation 
coef?cient can be directly or automatically generated With 
out an operator’s manipulation. Moreover, a correction 
board can be easily inserted into the computer, so that the 
linear compensation system of a digital TV relay apparatus 
can be implemented at a loW cost. 

The foregoing embodiments and advantages are merely 
exemplary and are not to be construed as limiting the present 
invention. The present teaching can be readily applied to 
other types of apparatuses. The description of the present 
invention is intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the 
scope of the claims. Many alternatives, modi?cations, and 
variations Will be apparent to those skilled in the art. In the 
claims, means-plus-function clauses are intended to cover 
the structure described herein as performing the recited 
function and not only structural equivalents but also equiva 
lent structures. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A linear compensation system, comprising: 
a transmitting unit con?gured to modulate a data to a ?rst 

intermediate frequency (IF) signal, up convert the ?rst 
IF signal to an RF signal, amplify the RF signal to a 
predetermined level using a poWer ampli?er (PA) and 
transmit the ampli?ed RF signal; and 

a linear compensation unit con?gured to vary a step siZe 
of an adaptive equaliZer according to Whether a signal 
to-noise ratio (SNR) for an output signal of the PA 
satis?es a prescribed standard, and output a selected 
linear compensation coef?cient to the modulator, 

Wherein the linear compensation unit computes error 
values by determining differences betWeen output val 
ues of the adaptive equaliZer and a reference signal, 
computes an average error value of the computed error 
values, and variably varies the step siZe of the adaptive 
equaliZer until a current error value if less than a 
predetermined value of a previous error value. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the prescribed standard 
comprises a standard of the advanced television system 
committee, and Wherein the linear compensation system is 
for use in a digital TV relay. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the linear compensation 
unit comprises: 

a correction circuit con?gured to demodulate the output 
signal of the PA into a digital I/Q signal; and 

a computer con?gured to update the step siZe of the 
adaptive equaliZer according to one of the SNR of the 
digital I/ Q signal and an error vector magnitude (EVM) 
and further con?gured to generate the selected linear 
compensation coef?cient. 

4. The system of claim 3, Wherein the correction circuit 
comprises: 
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a doWn-converter con?gured to convert the output signal 

of the PA into a second IF signal; and 
a demodulator con?gured to demodulate the second IF 

signal outputted from the doWn-converter into the 
digital I/Q signal. 

5. The system of claim 3, Wherein the computer com 
prises: 

a linear compensation module having the adaptive 
equaliZer, con?gured to convert coef?cients of the 
adaptive equaliZer and output a linear compensation 
coef?cient and further con?gured to update the step 
siZe of the adaptive equaliZer according to one of the 
SNR and the EVM of the digital I/Q signal outputted 
from the correction circuit; and 

an automatic alarm signal generator con?gured to control 
an operation of the adaptive equaliZer and the linear 
compensation module. 

6. The system of claim 5, Wherein the linear compensation 
module comprises softWare. 

7. The system of claim 5, Wherein the automatic alarm 
signal generator is con?gured to generate an automatic 
alarm signal to drive the adaptive equaliZer if a ?rst SNR of 
the digital I/Q signal does not satisfy the prescribed stan 
dard. 

8. The system of claim 7, Wherein the automatic alarm 
signal generator updates the current error value average as 
the step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer if the current error 
value average is not smaller than the previous error value 
average by more than the predetermined value after the 
automatic alarm signal is generated, and Wherein the auto 
matic alarm generator sets the current error value average as 
the step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer if the current error 
value average is smaller than the previous error value 
average by more than the predetermined value. 

9. The linear compensation system of claim 8, Wherein the 
automatic alarm signal generator computes one of the SNR 
and the EVM for the output value of the adaptive equaliZer 
When the step siZe is set, and stops the operation of the 
adaptive equaliZer and operates the linear compensation 
module if one of the SNR and the EVM satisfy the standard 
for a predetermined consecutive number of times. 

10. A linear compensation system, comprising: 
a transmitting unit con?gured to modulate an image data 

to a ?rst intermediate frequency (IF) signal, up convert 
the ?rst signal to an RF signal, amplify the RF signal 
to a prescribed level using a high poWered ampli?er 
(HPA), and transmit the ampli?ed RF signal; 

a correction circuit con?gured to convert the output signal 
of the HPA to a digital I/Q signal; and 

a computer con?gured to receive the digital I/Q signal 
outputted from the correction circuit, update a step siZe 
of an adaptive equaliZer according to one of a signal 
to-noise ratio (SNR) for the output signal of the HPA 
and an error vector magnitude value (EVM), and output 
a linear compensation coef?cient, 

Wherein the computer computes error values by determin 
ing differences betWeen output values of the adaptive 
equaliZer and a reference signal, computes an average 
error value of the computed error values, and variably 
varies the step siZe of the adaptive equaliZer until a 
current error value if less than a predetermined value of 
a previous error value. 

11. The system of claim 10, Wherein the correction circuit 
comprises: 

a doWn-converter con?gured to convert the output signal 
of the HPA into a second IF signal; and 

a demodulator con?gured to demodulate the second IF 
signal outputted from the doWn-converter into the 
digital I/Q signal. 
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12. The system of claim 11, wherein the computer com 
prises: 

a linear compensation module having the adaptive 
equalizer, and con?gured to convert coef?cients of the 
adaptive equalizer and output the linear compensation 
coef?cient; and 

an automatic alarm signal generator con?gured to update 
the step size of the adaptive equalizer according to one 
of the SNR and the EVM of the digital I/Q signal 
outputted from the correction circuit, and further con 
?gured to control operation of the adaptive equalizer 
and the linear compensation module. 

13. The system of claim 12, Wherein the linear compen 
sation module comprises softWare. 

14. The system of claim 12, Wherein the automatic alarm 
signal generator generates an automatic alarm signal to drive 
the adaptive equalizer if the SNR of the digital I/Q signal 
does not satisfy a standard. 

15. The system of claim 14, Wherein the standard com 
prises a SNR prescribed by the advanced television system 
committee. 

16. The system of claim 12, Wherein the automatic alarm 
signal generator updates the current error value average as 
the step size of the adaptive equalizer if the current error 
value average is not smaller than the previous error value 
average by more than the predetermined value after an 
automatic alarm signal is generated, and further ?xes the 
current error value average as the step size of the adaptive 
equalizer if the current error value average is smaller than 
the previous error value average by more than the predeter 
mined value. 

17. The system of claim 16, Wherein the automatic alarm 
signal generator computes one of the SNR and the EVM for 
the output value of the adaptive equalizer When the step size 
is ?xed, and stops the operation of the adaptive equalizer and 
operates the linear compensation module if said one of the 
SNR and the EVM satisfy a standard for a predetermined 
consecutive number of times. 

18. The system of claim 17, Wherein the standard com 
prised a standard of the advanced television system com 
mittee. 

19. Alinear compensating method in Which an image data 
is modulated into an intermediate frequency (IF) signal by a 
modulator, converted to an RF signal, ampli?ed to a pre 
scribed level and outputted by an HPA, comprising: 

determining Whether a ?rst SNR for an output signal of 
the HPA satis?es a standard; 

computing an error value average for an output signal of 
an adaptive equalizer; 

?xing the computed error value average as a step size of 
the adaptive equalizer When the computed error value 
average is in a predetermined range; 

computing a second SNR; and 
converting a coefficient of the adaptive equalizer and 

compensating a non-linearity of the HPA Where one of 
the second SNR and the EVM satisfy the standard by 
more than a predetermined number, 

Wherein the predetermined range is less than a predeter 
mined value of a previous error value average. 

20. The method of claim 19, Wherein the standard com 
prises a standard of the advanced television system com 
mittee. 

21. Alinear compensating method in Which an image data 
is modulated into an intermediate frequency (IF) signal by a 
modulator, converted to an RF signal, ampli?ed to a pre 
scribed level and outputted by an HPA, comprising: 

determining Whether a ?rst SNR for an output signal of 
the HPA satis?es a standard; 

computing an error value average for an output signal of 
an adaptive equalizer; 
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?xing the computed error value average as a step size of 

the adaptive equalizer When the computed error value 
average is in a predetermined range; 

computing a second SNR; and 
converting a coef?cient of the adaptive equalizer and 

compensating a non-linearity of the HPA Where one of 
the second SNR and the EVM satisfy the standard by 
more than a predetermined number, 

Wherein computing an error value average comprises: 
converting the output signal of the HPA into a digital 

I/Q signal; 
comparing the digital I/Q signal With a reference signal 

and computing the ?rst SNR; 
determining Whether the ?rst SNR as computed satis 

?es the standard; 
driving the adaptive equalizer if the ?rst SNR does not 

satisfy the standard; and 
producing error values for the output signal of the 

adaptive equalizer and computing an average value 
of the produced error values. 

22. Alinear compensating method in Which an image data 
is modulated into an intermediate frequency (IF) signal by a 
modulator, converted to an RF signal, ampli?ed to a pre 
scribed level and outputted by an HPA, comprising: 

determining Whether a ?rst SNR for an output signal of 
the HPA satis?es a standard; 

computing an error value average for an output signal of 
an adaptive equalizer; 

?xing the computed error value average as a step size of 
the adaptive equalizer When the computed error value 
average is in a predetermined range; 

computing a second SNR; and 
converting a coef?cient of the adaptive equalizer and 

compensating a non-linearity of the HPA Where one of 
the second SNR and the EVM satisfy the standard by 
more than a predetermined number, 

Wherein computing the second SNR comprises: 
determining Whether a current error value average is 

less than a predetermined value of a previous error 
value average; 

computing one of the second SNR and the EVM using 
the output signal of the adaptive equalizer if the 
current error value average is less than a predeter 
mined value of the previous error value average; and 

setting the current error value average as the step size 
and updating the coef?cient of the adaptive equalizer 
if the current error value average is not less than the 
predetermined value of the previous error value 
average. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the second SNR is 
computed by the folloWing mathematical equation: 

equation (1) 

SNR = 2010 

24. The method of claim 22, Wherein the EVM is com 
puted by the folloWing mathematical equation: 

EVM : [1O 20 equation (2) 


